Skill Monitoring: Short Vowel Words (CVC 1)

Name: ___________________________  words read correct/errors: ____/____ [ ____ %]
Date: ___________________________  sounds read correct/errors: ____/____ [ ____ %]

Directions:
Here are some words. Read as many words as you can. When I say “begin,” start here (point to first word), and go across the page (point). Do the best you can. Ready, begin. Start timer for 1 minute, marking words read correctly (blended or automatic) and errors. Indicate where student stops with a bracket ( ] ) at the end of 1 minute.

fax con cop __/3 (3)
lab tab vet __/3 (6)
fad ram sup __/3 (9)
fix pun tug __/3 (12)
bet pox hip __/3 (15)
rag jam bop __/3 (18)
din sop hog __/3 (21)
fib cod kin __/3 (24)
nab cog bob __/3 (27)
vet jig dab __/3 (30)

Notes: